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Alpine Adventures Releases New Side X Side Mountain Tours 
The 2-hour mountain tours kick off Memorial Day Weekend  

LINCOLN, NH: Alpine Adventures located on Main 
Street in Lincoln, NH adds a new adventure tour 
to their list of legendary fun experiences. Kicking 
off Memorial Day Weekend, Alpine Adventures 
will offer a 2-hour Side X Side guided mountain 
tour on their 300 private acres of land on Barron 
Mountain in North Woodstock, NH. Take the 
wheel of this whole new experience that is sure 
to bring the adrenaline rush Alpine Adventures is 
well known for. 

Each tour will be able to accommodate up to 8 
guests plus a guide, and will last approximately 2 hours. Each tour will begin with a lesson to familiarize 
yourself with the vehicle and become comfortable naviga_ng terrain within a training course. From 
there, tours will follow a guide vehicle through Alpine Adventures 300 acres of roads and trails making 
stops along the way to take in the quintessen_al White Mountain views only seen from Barron 
Mountain. 

“Adding Side X Sides to Alpine Adventures, allows us to con_nue to evolve our product mix. Our goal is to 
get people out of their element in a variety of ways and this new tour broadens that reach even further,” 
says Jeb Boyd, CEO of the NH-Fun Family of Companies. 

Alpine Adventures will start off with a fleet of five brand new 2-seated Kawasaki Teryx Side X Side 
vehicles, adding 4-seated Side X Side vehicles later this summer. With the addi_on of this tour, customers 
now can choose between two off-road experiences. Our tradi_onal ride along adventure in our 6-wheel 
drive Pinzgauers, or, drive yourself in these state-of-the-art Side X Sides. These top of the line specialty 
off-road vehicles can safely and comfortably provide access to some of the most rugged mountain terrain 
Barron Mountain has to offer. Unlike your daily driver, the Kawasaki Teryx will deliver a thrilling driving 
experience that most would never have dreamed of. Our guided tour will allow you to run this state-of-
the-art machine through its paces all while having the safety and knowledge of an experienced guide 
lead the way. 

Pricing is all inclusive, 21+ and a valid driver license is required to drive, other restric_ons apply. Tours 
begin Memorial Day Weekend! Stay tuned for more informa_on and book your tour now at 
www.alpinezipline.com. 
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